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Abstract

We conducted a randomized controlled trial that provided pregnant and immediate
postpartum women with improved access to family planning through counseling, free
transport to a clinic, and financial reimbursement for family planning services. We
assess the causal impact of our intervention on women’s labor market outcomes and
find that women are 5.2 percentage points more likely to be employed after two years of
intervention exposure, which is driven by a 3.38 percentage point increase in women’s
participation in wage-earning labor. The intervention resulted in a higher proportion
of women reporting that they earn labor income, although we do not find evidence
of increases in income levels among women who report earnings. Among women’s
husbands, we find evidence of substitution away from self-enterprise and towards wage-
earning labor but no evidence of changes in overall labor force participation, implying
that the overall household labor supply increased as a result of our intervention. Our
results suggest that the positive effects of improved access to family planning extend
beyond fertility and health to women’s labor supply.
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1 Introduction

Expanded access to family planning and reproductive health services is often proposed as

an effective development strategy. From a rights-based perspective, the provision of family

planning services is understood through the expansion of women’s autonomy and freedom

of choice and action through increased agency to shape their own reproductive lives. As a

means to many ends, family planning is also considered to be of instrumental importance

given its significant and positive contribution to a broader range of downstream outcomes,

including fertility, health and human capital, labor market outcomes, and economic well-

being (Canning and Schultz, 2012; Miller, 2010; Joshi and Schultz, 2007). This consideration

relies, in part, on the links between family planning and these outcomes that have been

theorized as part of the broader macroeconomic evidence base on the Demographic Dividend

(Bloom et al., 2003, 2007; Lee and Mason, 2006).Specifically, expanded access to family

planning and reproductive health services can help women and couples to realize their fertility

preferences by averting unintended pregnancies and mistimed births, which can contribute to

fertility change and reduced uncertainty over birth events (Becker and Tomes, 1976; Becker

and Lewis, 1973; Cavalcanti et al., 2021). Changes to fertility expectations and outcomes

may, in turn, affect human capital as women may be more able to invest more in their

health and education. Moreover, if labor markets are positioned to absorb additional labor

supply, the provision of family planning may also lead to women’s employment and labor

force participation as fertility declines and as women’s time constraints are subsequently

relaxed. These potential impacts on labor supply may allow women to earn more, which, at

the aggregate level, would contribute to overall economic growth and improved welfare for

women and their families (Bloom et al., 2003).

There is a large quasi-experimental literature that investigates the causal relationship

between fertility and women’s labor market outcomes that leverages non-singleton births

(Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1980b) and sex-selective childbearing (Angrist and Evans, 1996;

Chun and Oh, 2002; Cruces and Galiani, 2007); most of these findings suggest that fertility

decline has large and positive effects on female labor supply. However, evidence on the link

between family planning and women’s labor supply is much more limited and mixed, with

the strongest evidence of this relationship to date coming from the Matlab Family Planning,

Maternal and Child Health Program (FP-MCH) in Bangladesh. Schultz (2009) show that

two decades after the initiation of the FP-MCH program, women in program areas earned 40

percent more, partially as a result of a 17 percent reduction in fertility. While this evidence

is promising, it requires three caveats. First, a recent long-run analysis by Barham et al.

(2021) suggests that this effect has dissipated in the long run, 35 years after the intervention
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started. Second, the Matlab FP-MCH program combined family planning services with

child health services, specifically a wide-scale vaccination campaign, making it difficult to

isolate the labor market effects of family planning from other components that were rolled

out. Finally, we note that the majority of the literature has presumed that the impact

of family planning on downstream labor market outcomes is, to a large extent, mediated

through fertility decline. However, in contexts where preferences for birth spacing dominate

preferences for limiting childbearing, we may observe changes to women’s labor supply that

are driven by changes in access to and use of family planning services even when lifetime

fertility (total parity over a woman’s reproductive life) does not change.

In this study, we estimate the causal effect of improved access to family planning (FP)

services on women’s labor market outcomes by means of a randomized controlled trial, which

was conducted from 2016 to 2019 in urban Malawi. As part of the trial, 2,143 pregnant or

immediate postpartum women were recruited and were randomized to either a control arm

or an intervention arm following a baseline survey. Women assigned to the intervention arm

received a package of services that consisted of up to six free FP counseling sessions, free

transport to a local high-quality FP clinic, and financial reimbursement for FP commodities

and related services for a two-year period. Two annual follow-up surveys were conducted

following the baseline and rollout of the intervention. This paper reports intent-to-treat

(ITT) estimates of improved access to FP on women’s labor market outcomes after two

years of exposure to our intervention. We show that women who received the comprehensive

FP package were 5.2 percentage points (p.p.) more likely to be gainfully employed1 two

years following the intervention. These changes seem to be largely driven by an increase

in wage-earning employment, and we show that women in the intervention arm are 3.8

p.p. more likely to report earning labor income compared to women in the control arm.

However, conditional on earning an income, we do not find that women earn more due to

the intervention. To examine the possibility of intra-household substitution in labor supply,

we also examine the impacts of the intervention on husbands’ labor market outcomes. For

men, we do not observe evidence of an effect on employment, unemployment, or labor force

participation throughout the study. We do, however, show that husbands are 5.3 p.p. less

likely to report being self-employed at endline, providing some evidence that they substitute

self-employment in favor of wage-earning labor. These results on both women’s and men’s

labor market outcomes suggest that the intervention increased the overall labor supply of

the household.

Our paper makes two key contributions. First, We are able to identify the causal effects of

1We define a person to be “gainfully employed” if they report either working for a wage or maintaining
a self-enterprise
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family planning. Literature in this space has, to date, provided a range of evidence to high-

light the positive impacts of family planning on first-stage outcomes such as contraceptive

use and birth spacing (Bhatia et al., 1980; Schultz, 2009; Joshi and Schultz, 2007; Debpuur

et al., 2002). However, there is less high-quality evidence that links family planning to more

downstream outcomes related to women’s social and economic well-being, and evidence of

the economic impacts of family planning is mixed. On the one hand, studies by Miller (2010)

and Joshi and Schultz (2007) have shown positive impacts of family planning on women’s

labor market outcomes. In contrast, recent work by Barham et al. (2021) found that women

exposed to the longstanding Matlab FP-MCH program in Bangladesh experienced no signif-

icant improvements in their economic well-being, although the authors noted the challenge

to disentangling the impact of family planning from the role of other maternal and child

health services that were also offered as part of the Matlab program’s suite of services. Our

study contributes to this ongoing discussion by providing more direct experimental evidence

of the causal impact of a family planning-focused intervention.

Second, through our experimental design, we are able to study the causal links between

fertility and women’s labor market outcomes, where the evidence to date has primarily relied

on observational or quasi-experimental studies to estimate the extent to which reductions

in fertility contribute to women’s employment and labor supply (refer to Angrist and Evans

(1996) as an example). We add to this evidence base using a mediation analysis showing our

experimental findings are partially driven by changes in fertility in the short term.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical framework

linking family planning to economic outcomes. Section 3 describes the family planning

intervention and experimental design. Section 4 outlines our empirical strategy, and Section

5 presents the results from our analysis of intervention impact. We discuss the implications

of our findings and conclude in Section 6. In an appendix, we explore potential mechanisms

behind our results through a causal mediation analysis and show that the results are partially

explained by changes in fertility over the short term.

2 Theoretical Framework

We expect our family planning intervention to impact women’s labor market outcomes in

three ways. First, improvements in birth spacing through our intervention may relax time

constraints that are placed on women as a result of a pregnancy, which in turn may allow

women to return to and more effectively engage in the labor market (Bloom et al., 2009;

Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1980a). We confirm in Karra et al. (2022) that improved access to

family planning through our intervention was associated with a 44 percent reduction in the
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relative risk of short birth intervals, implying a significant reduction in time constraints for

women in our intervention arm. Second, even among women who would not have become

pregnant without improved access to family planning services, our intervention could enable

these women and couples to more effectively control their fertility and reduce uncertainty

surrounding pregnancy and birth (Cavalcanti et al., 2021). This improved control may, in

turn, encourage women to engage with the labor market by enabling them to devote more

time to productive activities with greater certainty. Finally, increased contraceptive use, and

the use of hormonal contraception, may also confer health benefits through reductions in the

risk of maternal anemia and maternal nutritional depletion that may follow pregnancy and

childbirth. These effects from contraceptive use may, in turn, contribute to improvements

in women’s labor market outcomes through improved health and human capital.

While there is likely significant correlation between fertility and labor market outcomes,

better labor market conditions may, in turn, cause reductions in fertility as higher incomes

increase the opportunity cost of childbearing (Becker, 1960; Schultz, 1969; Rosenzweig and

Wolpin, 1980a). In response to this increased opportunity cost, women and couples may

reduce their birth parity over their reproductive lifetimes. Since women in our sample are

not yet at this life stage, we cannot directly estimate this relationship in this study; however,

we are able to test the connection between an intervention that affects short-term fertility

outcomes (particularly birth spacing) and labor market outcomes using a causal mediation

analysis, which we present in the appendix. A goal of this analysis is to determine how much

of the impact from the intervention can be attributed to changes in short-term fertility.

3 Study Design

Our study is based on a randomized controlled trial (RCT) that was conducted in Lilongwe,

Malawi from November 2016 to February 2019. We provide an abbreviated description of the

trial as it relates to our present analysis; a more detailed description of the study protocol

and implementation of the intervention is presented elsewhere Karra and Canning (2020).

As part of the study, 2,143 women2 who were either pregnant or immediately postpartum

(within 6 months of their last live birth), between the ages of 18 and 35, and living in Lilongwe

were recruited in 2016. Following a baseline survey, women were individually randomized

to either an intervention arm or a control arm. Women assigned to the intervention arm

received a comprehensive family planning package that consisted of private family planning

counseling sessions, free transport to a high-quality family planning clinic in Lilongwe, and

2Three women are later dropped from the sample because they withdrew consent following completion of
the baseline survey.
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financial reimbursement for all contraceptive methods and related services over a two year

period. In Karra et al. (2022), we show that treatment assignment is largely balanced across

a range of observable baseline characteristics. In Table 1, we supplement these findings with

a balance table of women’s labor market characteristics at baseline and again do not observe

any large or statistically significant differences across treatment arms. In our sample, 23.5

percent of women reported being employed, defined as engaging in wage-earning labor or

being self-employed, at baseline, with a majority (20.1 percent) of these women reported

being self-employed. We find the opposite for men, 92.4 percent of whom report being

employed, with a majority (64.4 percent) engaging in wage-earning labor. We also observe

much higher labor force participation rates among men than women, which partly may signal

gender disparities in the labor market but also reflects the fact that half of the sample women

are pregnant and may, therefore, not be working, at baseline.

Table 1: Baseline Balance Table for Labor Market Characteristics

(1) (2) (3)
Control Treatment Total Difference
N=1,113 N=1,027 N=2,140 (1)-(2)

Women’s Labor Outcomes
Woman is Employed 0.232 0.237 0.235 -0.005
Wage Earning Employment 0.036 0.043 0.039 -0.007
Self-Employed 0.204 0.197 0.201 0.007
Agricultural Work 0.005 0.009 0.007 -0.003
Woman is Unemployed 0.038 0.043 0.040 -0.005
Labor Force Participation 0.419 0.421 0.420 -0.002

Men’s Labor Outcomes
Man is Employed 0.920 0.928 0.924 -0.008
Wage Earning Employment 0.633 0.661 0.646 -0.028
Self-Employed 0.337 0.332 0.335 0.004
Agricultural Work 0.015 0.019 0.017 -0.003
Man is Unemployed 0.017 0.012 0.015 0.005
Labor Force Participation 0.989 0.991 0.990 -0.002

P-Value of F test for Joint Significance 0.421
Observations included in F-Test 2124

*p < 0.1,**p < 0.05
Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a household. Stars are based on the critical value from
individual t-tests. Joint tests are computed using only observations for which we possess full data on all
characteristics.

The data used in this study are from three in-person surveys that were conducted annually
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throughout the course of the trial. A baseline survey was implemented from September 2016

to January 2017, followed by two follow-up surveys. Data collection for the first follow-up

survey began in August 2017 and was completed in February 2018, and data collection for

the second follow-up survey began in August 2018 and was completed in February 2019. In

Karra et al. (2022), we show that 76 percent of the recruited sample was successfully followed

up at endline, and we do not find evidence of differential loss to follow-up across treatment

arms. To minimize attrition, abbreviated phone surveys were conducted at each follow-up

survey with any women who had either moved out of Lilongwe or who were unable to be

reached in person. However, not all outcomes that we present in this study were collected

as part of the phone survey; as a result, the analytic samples in this study are smaller than

those presented in Karra et al. (2022).3

3.1 The Intervention

Women assigned to the intervention arm were offered a comprehensive, multi-component

family planning package over a two-year service period. Designed in coordination with local

health authorities, NGOs, and communities, the intervention aimed to overcome multiple

barriers to access to care. As such, the package combined family planning counseling with

free transport and financial reimbursement to overcome key barriers to family planning access

in Lilongwe. By offering a comprehensive package, this study aims to determine the causal

effect of improved access to family planning.

As part of the intervention, women were offered up to six free, private family planning

counseling sessions that were conducted by trained counselors at their homes over a two-

year period. During each session, women received detailed information on a full range of

contraceptive methods as well as information related to the terms and conditions of their use.

Women also received brochures that presented information on the benefits of healthy timing

and spacing of births, the benefits of breastfeeding, the potential benefits of family planning

on maternal and child health, and the management of contraceptive-related side effects

and contraindications. Importantly, women were also informed of the other intervention

components during the first counseling session.

In addition, women assigned to the intervention arm were also offered free transportation

(private taxi rides) to a local private family planning clinic, the Good Health Kauma Clinic,

which offered women comprehensive family planning services and care.4 Transport was

3Using less detailed questions, we can measure some of the labor market outcomes for those women who
were surveyed by phone. Specifically, we can measure women’s employment; but we cannot infer women’s
labor force participation or unemployment or labor market outcomes for their husbands.

4Services offered by the Kauma clinic include the insertion and removal of long-acting methods, refer-
rals for sterilization, pregnancy tests, family planning for women with HIV or other health concerns, and
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provided by a driver who was hired exclusively for the intervention. In addition to the

driver, women who sought to utilize the transport service were accompanied by a female

field manager in the taxi, which served to mitigate any social stigma surrounding a woman

traveling alone in the company of another man.

Finally, women assigned to the intervention arm received up to 17,500 MKW (∼$25.00
USD) in financial coverage for any costs that they incurred while receiving family planning

care at the Kauma Clinic or any other clinic in Lilongwe that women chose to attend. Costs

that were eligible to be reimbursed included those related to the procurement and removal

of contraceptive methods, family planning consultations, costs related to the treatment for

and management of contraceptive-related side effects and contraindications, lab tests and

fees, and other exam fees related to family planning and reproductive health care. Though

the reimbursement allowance amount was non-transferable to non-family planning-related

services, women were allowed to redeem any reimbursement amount over multiple visits

throughout the two-year intervention period.

Women assigned to the control arm received publicly available information on contracep-

tive methods and information about their nearest family planning clinic. The women were

given this information during the baseline survey and were only contacted again for annual

follow-up surveys.

4 Empirical Strategy

4.1 ITT Effects

In this study, we present results from ITT specifications of the treatment effect of our in-

tervention on outcomes related to women’s and men’s work, employment, and labor income

after two years of exposure to our intervention.5 For our ITT estimates, we run the following

standard specification:

Yit = α + βTTi + γYi0 + εit (1)

where Yit is the value of the dependent variable for woman i at time t. In this study, we

use several dependent variables related to the extensive and intensive margins of women’s

labor market outcomes and time use, which we discuss in more detail below. In addition,

Ti represents the treatment assignment for women i, Yi0 represents the baseline value of the

outcome, and εit represents the error term.

comprehensive treatment and management of side effects.
5In a supplementary appendix, we report the treatment effect on secondary measures of work status

(agricultural labor, unemployment, and labor force participation), ITT results after one year of intervention
exposure, and results on women’s time use).
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We also estimate the following adjusted ITT specifications:

Yit = α + βTTi + γYi0 +Xi0ζ + Zi0η + εit (2)

where Xi0 represents the vector of covariates that were used to balance assignment to treat-

ment at baseline, and Zi0 represents the vector of other baseline covariates that are adjusted

for in our regressions.

In our models, the coefficient βT identifies the intent-to-treat effect of being assigned to

the treatment arm on outcomes. We choose to study the effect of treatment assignment

rather than treatment uptake (i.e adherence-adjusted treatment effects) in this paper for

two reasons. The first is a function of how we implemented our intervention. Specifically,

women who were assigned to the intervention arm were only introduced to all three family

planning components during their first family planning visit; as a result, all women assigned

to the intervention arm were, in some sense, “treated,” and it is, therefore, unclear how

we would define treatment compliance otherwise. Secondly, studying the intention to treat

effect allows us to infer the population-level effect of improved access to family planning

services in a context where service uptake may be only relevant and demanded by specific

subgroups of women and not demanded by others (e.g. women who seek to become pregnant

again soon or who are trying to conceive).

In this study, we present results on a range of outcomes related to women’s labor force

participation, employment, and labor supply. Our main outcome of interest is women’s

employment, where we consider a Woman to be employed if she reports conducting wage-

earning labor or running an enterprise within the past week. For those respondents who

report earning a wage, we present results on both the extensive (whether a woman reports

any income) and intensive (how much income she reports) margins of their reported labor

income. We report results for both men and women for each outcome of interest. In the

appendices, we also report results on the impact of our intervention on agricultural labor

supply, labor force participation, unemployment, and time use.

4.2 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

In addition to estimating the intent-to-treat effects of our intervention on our entire sample

of women, we note that the effects of the family planning intervention may differ for different

subgroups. We begin by examining heterogeneous treatment effects of our intervention by

women’s pregnancy status at baseline, noting that the intervention may have different effects

for women who were initially pregnant, and therefore had little need for family planning

services at baseline, and women who were immediate postpartum. For the latter group,
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counseling and the opportunity to visit a clinic using private transport may likely be more

salient, given their recent birth and demand to space or limit their next pregnancy. In

previous work, we have shown that many of the effects of our intervention have been larger

among postpartum women (Karra et al., 2022), and it is reasonable to expect that the

effects on labor market outcomes would be similar. To this end, Section 5.2 presents a

subgroup analysis based on women’s baseline pregnancy status as well as baseline educational

attainment and employment status.

5 Results

5.1 ITT Effects

We first describe our main outcomes over time. Figure 1 presents employment rates over

the study period for both men and women. For women, we observe similar trends among

the treatment and control arms of our intervention during the first year of the intervention.6

However, during the second year of the intervention, we see that employment rates among

women in the intervention arm increase at a faster rate than among women in the control

arm.

In Table 2, we investigate these trends empirically and present the ITT results on women’s

labor market outcomes at second-year follow-up. In confirming the trend observed in Figure

1, we observe that women assigned to the intervention arm of our study were 5.2 p.p. more

likely to be employed. This effect on employment is likely driven by increased participation

in wage-earning labor; women assigned to the intervention arm are 3.3 p.p. more likely to

report being engaged in wage-earning labor and are 3.8 p.p. more likely to report earning

labor income at endline if they were assigned to the intervention arm. However, we note that

while women in the intervention arm may be more likely to partake in wage-earning labor,

they do not earn more income when compared to wage-earning women in the control arm.

While our point estimates on employment are positive, our estimates on self-employment

are imprecise. With this said, we find that unemployment over both waves is close to zero,

suggesting that any women who entered the labor market were likely to become employed. In

accompanying Appendix B, we use a causal mediation analysis to explore the mechanisms

driving our results. We observe that the increase in employment is partially driven by

changes in women’s fertility over the short term, implying that as pregnancies are avoided or

spaced, women can more effectively participate in the labor market. However, this pathway

6The monotonic improvement in outcomes across groups throughout the intervention period is likely
reflective of women non-differentially reentering the labor market following their pregnancy.
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Figure 1: Work Outcome Trends over Time

(a) Women’s Wage-Earning Work (b) Women’s Self-Employment

(c) Men’s Wage-Earning Work (d) Men’s Self-Employment

Notes: Lines represent the within-intervention arm outcome means at baseline, first-year follow-up
and endline.

only explains roughly 16 percent of the total effect of the intervention that we observe. The

remaining portions of the effect cannot be explained by changes in women’s contraceptive use

or health (proxied by their anemia status), suggesting an alternative underlying mechanism.

Our findings are promising for understanding the broader welfare implications of fam-

ily planning. However, we may also expect to observe unintended negative consequences if

households view female and male labor supply as substitutes; if this is the case, then we may

observe a commensurate reduction in male labor towards female labor as fertility falls. To

explore this possibility, we document trends in male employment and labor supply in Figure

1. In contrast to women’s employment, we observe a lack of trends between wage-earning

employment and self-employment in men. The insignificant differences in employment be-

tween treatment arms provide some evidence of substitution away from wage-earning labor

towards self-employment among men in the control arm, while the composition of labor ac-
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Table 2: ITT Effects on Women’s Labor Outcomes

(4) (5)
(1) (2) (3) LN(Labor Income)

Formal Employment Wage Earning Employment Self-Employment Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

Unadjusted Estimate 0.0526 0.0353 0.0249 0.0382 -0.403
(0.0241) (0.0168) (0.0222) (0.0174) (0.264)
[1672] [1672] [1672] [1514] [198]

ANCOVA Estimate 0.0523 0.0338 0.0276 0.0387
(0.0237) (0.0166) (0.0216) (0.0174)
[1668] [1668] [1668] [1506]

Fully Adjusted Estimate 0.0491 0.0324 0.0259 0.0387 -0.454
(0.0237) (0.0169) (0.0217) (0.0176) (0.268)
[1666] [1666] [1666] [1504] [198]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a woman. The results presented are from OLS models
with standard errors in parenthesis and sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are
reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline value of the outcome
variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include
women’s age, age of sexual debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status,
religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are reported.

tivity among men in the intervention arm remains relatively constant. We further evaluate

these relationships in our empirical analysis of the intervention on men’s labor in Table 3.

Overall, we do not observe a compensatory decrease in men’s labor outcomes in response to

women’s increased employment, suggesting an increase in the total household labor supply.

As suggested by Figure 1, we find a 5.3 p.p. difference in men’s likelihood of self-employment

between treatment arms. Conversely, we find evidence of a compensating difference in wage-

earning labor, although this estimate loses significance when controlling for differences in

the outcome at baseline. These results may indicate that as family planning services allow

women to increase their participation in the labor market, their husbands can dedicate less

of their time toward household enterprises, opting instead to participate in more formal,

waged types of employment.

5.2 Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

Figure 2 presents findings from the heterogeneity analysis. Specifically, we present the coef-

ficients and confidence intervals of the adjusted ITT effects on women’s and their husbands’

labor outcomes by pregnancy status at baseline, women’s baseline educational attainment,

and employment status at baseline. The most striking result from this analysis is the differ-

ences in the estimated impact of the intervention on labor market outcomes between those

women who were pregnant at baseline and those women who were postpartum at baseline.

The imprecision of our estimates prevents us from definitively stating that the effects are

different between these subgroups; however, the point estimates that we observe suggest that
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Table 3: ITT Effects on Men’s Labor Market Outcomes

(4) (5)
(1) (2) (3) LN(Labor Income)

Formal Employment Wage Earning Employment Self-Employment Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

Unadjusted Estimate 0.0170 0.0645 -0.0551 0.0437 -0.0315
(0.0141) (0.0262) (0.0257) (0.0268) (0.232)
[1391] [1391] [1391] [1391] [732]

ANCOVA Estimate 0.0162 0.0441 -0.0531 0.0257
(0.0141) (0.0237) (0.0223) (0.0254)
[1383] [1383] [1383] [1383]

Fully Adjusted Estimate 0.0149 0.0407 -0.0513 0.0241 0.00222
(0.0142) (0.0237) (0.0223) (0.0255) (0.235)
[1382] [1382] [1382] [1382] [731]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a man. The results presented are from OLS models
with standard errors in parenthesis and sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are
reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline value of the outcome
variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include
wives’s age, age of sexual debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status,
religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are reported.

the impact of the intervention on women’s labor market outcomes is significantly larger for

women who were pregnant at baseline. This finding suggests that improved access to family

planning services allowed women to more effectively re-enter the labor market following their

pregnancy.

The differences we observe across the other subgroups are less pronounced. Across edu-

cation, partitioning our sample seems to reduce our power to detect effects; however, we do

detect a large increase in the uptake of wage-earning labor among women who had completed

at least a secondary education at baseline, suggesting that women with greater initial human

capital attainment were better positioned to benefit from the labor market gains from the in-

tervention. Finally, we see that the effects among women who were not employed at baseline

largely correlate with the average treatment effects across the entire sample. This may be

expected as most of the sample was not employed at baseline. However, it also may reflect

the persistence of labor market activities throughout and following pregnancy, as women

who are already employed were unlikely to change their behavior due to the intervention.

6 Discussion

In this study, we leverage experimental evidence from urban Malawi to identify the labor

supply effects of improved access to family planning and reproductive health services. Our

intent-to-treat estimates show large labor market gains for women who received improved

access to family planning; these women are 5.7 p.p. (15 percent of the endline control mean)
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Figure 2: Coefficient Plots of Heterogeneous Effects at Study Endline

(a) Postpartum at Baseline (b) Pregnant at Baseline

(c) No Secondary Education (d) Secondary Education

(e) Not Employed at Baseline (f) Employed at Baseline

Notes: Points and bracketed lines represent the point estimates and confidence intervals of ITT
treatment specifications among the relevant subgroup.

more likely to work and 3.4 p.p. (29 percent) more likely to participate in wage-earning labor

after two years of exposure to the intervention. The gains are especially large for women
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who were pregnant when they were introduced to the intervention; these women are 9 p.p.

more likely to participate in the labor market. Furthermore, we do not observe deleterious

effects on men’s labor market outcomes, suggesting minimal, if any, compensating decreases

in male labor supply due to the intervention.

Our results contribute to a large but mixed evidence base that has aimed to link women’s

reproductive behavior to their labor market outcomes (Angrist and Evans, 1996; Chun and

Oh, 2002; Cruces and Galiani, 2007). We also contribute to a growing literature on the long-

term impacts and effectiveness of family planning services, some of which has recently come

into question. Our results stand in contrast to the findings of Barham et al. (2021) who do

not find evidence of labor market improvements among women in Matlab, Bangladesh, who

were exposed to the FP-MCH Program. Methodologically, we supplement a predominantly

observational and quasi-experimental literature with causal evidence from a randomized

controlled trial. Much like our prior experimental findings (Karra et al., 2022; Maggio et al.,

2023), the results that we present are a part of a more extensive body of evidence that makes

the case for improving access to high-quality family planning services to all who demand

them. All governments and organizations have budget constraints. If cost-benefit analyses

of family planning services were to only account for the positive effects of investing in family

planning on first-order outcomes (e.g. fertility, aversion of unintended pregnancy, health)

while ignoring the more downstream positive externalities of these investments, they are

likely to under-invest in these services, which have been found to be cost-effective (CITE). To

this end, our findings suggest that policymakers must consider the effect of family planning on

outcomes beyond contraceptive use, fertility, and even health when determining the merits,

and the true impacts, of such programs.
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A Appendix A: Women’s Time Use

In Section 2 of the main text, we outlined why we may expect family planning services to

improve women’s labor market outcomes, citing the relaxation of time constraints created by

the reduced burden of childcare. Within our data, we can test this hypothesis by presenting

the effects of our intervention on women’s time use.7 In Table A1, we present these results

for the first-year follow-up and the study’s endline. Across waves, we do not observe evidence

of an effect on women’s time use. At the study’s endline, our estimates are quite imprecise,

but their signs would imply that women spend more time at work and substitute away from

both housework and child care. In practice, given the observed effects on labor outcomes,

7Time use is calculated using a 24 hr recall of the women’s activity by the hour.
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Table A1: ITT Effects on Women’s Time Use

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Work Childcare Housework Education

Panel A: First-Year Follow up

ITT Effect 0.0581 0.0431 0.130 0.0303
(0.139) (0.0767) (0.150) (0.0217)

Observations 1657 1657 1657 1657
R Squared 0.0505 0.0234 0.102 0.00124

Panel B: Study Endline

ITT Effects 0.247 -0.00656 -0.120 0.0412
(0.165) (0.0849) (0.155) (0.0299)

Observations 1514 1514 1514 1514
R Squared 0.0210 0.0290 0.0467 0.00136

∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a women. Time use is measured in number of hours
during the 24-hour period prior to the interview. The results presented are from OLS models with
standard errors in parenthesis. Results presented are obtained from an ITT estimation of the naive
treatment effect on outcomes, adjusted only by the value of the outcome at baseline. Heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors are reported.

we view it as unlikely that there are truly no impacts on time allocation. Instead, we believe

that we are underpowered to detect changes in allocation over a short 24-hour window.

B Appendix B: Mediation Analysis

Using this methodology, we show that direct changes in birth parity over the short term

can explain roughly 16 percent of the measured effects. While this may suggest that the

direct fertility effects on labor market conditions are small, it is important to note that we

can only measure fertility over a very short window. There may be indirect ”empowering

effects” of certainty over fertility driving a potentially large portion of our results. These

”empowering effects,” however, are more difficult to measure. We discuss in Section 2 of the

main text that our analysis throughout this paper is motivated by a theoretical framework

linking family planning to labor outcomes through either reduced fertility or increases in

labor productivity due to improved health. While our results are promising, testing these

hypotheses would also be ideal. As such, we conduct a causal mediation analysis within this

appendix to test the mechanisms underlying our results. Our approach to causal mediation
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analysis seeks to identify the causal mediation effect (Pearl, 2014; Imai et al., 2010; Acharya

et al., 2016), given by:

δ(t) = Yi (t,Mi(1))− Yi (t,Mi(0)) (B1)

where M(t) is a variable affected by the treatment and lies on the causal path between

the treatment and the outcome. The causal mediation effect represents the change in the

potential outcome induced by changes in the mediating variable under treatment regime t.

Put more simply; the causal mediation effect is the change in the outcome created by changes

in the mediator in response to treatment. In the context of our theoretical framework, the

causal mediating effect of fertility on labor outcomes is the amount of our treatment effect

caused by changes in fertility resulting from treatment.

Fundamentally, the causal mediation effect is unidentified because we are unable to ob-

serve both Yi(t,M(1)) and Yi(t,M(0)). However, Imai et al. (2010) shows that the average

causal mediation effect (ACME), δ̄(t) = E[Yi (t,Mi(1))−Yi (t,Mi(0))] can be parametrically

identified within a Baron and Kenny (1986) Linear Structural Equation Model (LSEM)

structure. In this study, we use binary mediators and opt for a more flexible model than the

LSEM. Specifically, we estimate the treatment-mediator relationship using a binary depen-

dent variable logistic model. Our set of equations is given by:

Mi = β0 + β1Ti +Xiβ2 (B2)

Yi = α0 + α1Ti +Xiα2 (B3)

Yi = γ0 + γ1T1 + γ2Mi +Xiγ3 (B4)

Here, Yi is the employment status of woman i, Ti is the treatment status of woman i, and Mi

is one of three mediating variables. Finally, Xi represents a vector of pre-treatment covari-

ates. To identify the ACME, our system of equations must meet a sequential ignorability

assumption, meaning our mediator and outcome cannot be jointly determined, conditional

on Xi and Ti. If the sequential ignorability assumption holds, Imai et al. (2010) shows that

the ACME is identified by α1γ2

In this study, we present analysis for three mediating variables in line with the theoretical

framework presented in the main text. First, we test the mediating effect of short-term

fertility, taking the value one if a woman had a subsequent birth event or pregnancy beyond

the index birth during our study period. Acknowledging that the study window was short

and unlikely to internalize all fertility effects, we also test our equations using contraceptive

use as the mediator to detect any effects related to certainty over fertility. Finally, to test
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Table B1: Mediation Analysis Results on Women’s Employment

(1) (2) (3)

ITT on Mediator -0.039 0.056 -1.577
(0.0131) (0.0214) (0.968)

ACME 0.007 0.002 0.0044
[0.0019,0.0143] [-0.0009,0.0064] [-0.0008,0.0127]

Mediator Short-Term Fertility Contraceptive Use Hemoglobin
Observations 1,600 1,666 930

∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1
Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a woman. Results presented are for a causal mediation
analysis of the ITT results on employment. Woman-level controls include the total number of children
who are alive, educational attainment of the woman (primary or less versus secondary and higher), age
of the woman, religion (Christian versus other), tribal ethnicity (Chewa versus other), and age of sexual
debut. These same controls adjust ITT estimations on the mediator. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard
errors, are presented in parentheses, and bootstrapped confidence intervals are included in brackets.

biological pathways, we test the mediating effects of hemoglobin.8

In Table B1, we present the results of our mediation analysis. Although we observe

positive point estimates for each of our estimations, we only observe statistically significant

effects when mediating with short-term fertility. Here, we find an average causal mediation

effect of 0.7 p.p., meaning that changes in fertility throughout our study can explain roughly

16 percent of the effects on employment. While this is only a small proportion of the total

effect, it does lend credence to the idea that family planning relaxes time constraints on

women by enabling them to space births or reduce their fertility.

In total, even including those point estimates where we do not have strong evidence of

a mediating effect, we can only explain roughly 22 percent of the total effects we observe

on employment. This builds the need for more evidence on the mechanisms underlying the

causal link between employment and family planning that we have identified here.

8We observe a high rate of missingness in the measurement of women’s hemoglobin, meaning the sample
size of this third estimation is substantially smaller than the previous two. To test the sensitivity of our
results to this missingness, we calculate the mediating effects of hemoglobin using multiple imputations and
do not find significant changes in the results. We opt to present the mediation analysis here using the true
data.
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C Appendix C: Secondary Work Results

C.1 Ancillary Work Outcomes

In addition to our main outcomes, our survey instruments included questions used to measure

agricultural labor, unemployment, and labor force participation. We exclude agricultural

labor as a main outcome because it is likely not indicative of wellbeing at the individual

level. We exclude unemployment and labor force participation from our main outcomes

because the questions used to measure these outcomes were not included in a supplementary

phone survey used to survey participants who could not be found in person. For this reason,

the data on these outcomes is incomplete.

Table C1: ITT Effects on Women’s Labor Market Outcomes

(1) (2) (3)
Agricultural Work Unemployment Labor Force Participation

Unadjusted Estimate -0.0000360 0.00855 0.0384
(0.00463) (0.0114) (0.0254)
[1670] [1514] [1514]

ANCOVA Estimate -0.0000336 0.00827 0.0409
(0.00465) (0.0114) (0.0249)
[1665] [1506] [1506]

Fully Adjusted Estimate -0.0000793 0.00850 0.0374
(0.00472) (0.0114) (0.0249)
[1663] [1504] [1504]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a woman. The results presented are from OLS models
with standard errors in parenthesis and sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are
reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline value of the outcome
variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include
wives’s age, age of sexual debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status,
religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are reported.

Nevertheless, in Table C1, we present the effects on these outcome for women in our

study sample. Across the outcomes, we find no evidence of program effects. For agricultural

work and unemployment, our estimates are precisely measured and very close to zero across

our estimations, allowing us to rule out the possibility of economically meaningful program

effects. However, although our point estimates on labor force participation are positive

and meaningful, our estimates are too imprecise to make declarative statements of program

effectiveness. With that said, given the program effects that we have demonstrated on

employment in the main text and the fact that we can rule out compensating decreases in

unemployment due to the precision of our estimates in column (1), it may be reasonable
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to assume that we are underpowered to detect a true underlying increase in women’s labor

force participation.

We complement the findings from Table C1 with findings for men in Table C2. Here, we

find similarly small and precise estimates on unemployment and agricultural labor, implying

that the intervention did not have large effects on these outcomes for men. However, unlike

our findings from Table C1, our findings for labor force participation are also close to zero

and are more precise than those findings for women. Given that we observe offsetting effects

on wage-earning labor and entrepreneurship for men, it may be reasonable to assume, in line

with our estimates here, that any potential change in labor force participation among men

caused by the intervention is small.

Table C2: ITT Effects on Men’s Labor Market Outcomes

(1) (2) (3)
Agricultural Work Unemployment Labor Force Participation

Unadjusted Estimate 0.00482 -0.000535 0.0112
(0.00389) (0.0103) (0.00702)
[1391] [1391] [1391]

ANCOVA Estimate 0.00470 -0.000618 0.00965
(0.00387) (0.0103) (0.00682)
[1383] [1383] [1383]

Fully Adjusted Estimate 0.00448 0.000479 0.00934
(0.00407) (0.0105) (0.00677)
[1382] [1382] [1382]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a man. The results presented are from OLS models
with standard errors in parenthesis and sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are
reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline value of the outcome
variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include
wives’s age, age of sexual debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status,
religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are reported.

C.2 First-Year Outcomes

In addition to the outcomes we have presented thus far, our study also included a first-

year follow-up survey during which our main outcomes were collected. Although we do not

present results for this survey in the main text, we present them below in Table C3 for

women and Table C4 for men. As one may expect from studying the trends in Figure 1 of

the main text, we observe very little by way of differences in outcomes among women during

the first-year follow-up. Although there is some evidence of improvement in labor outcomes
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among men when studying our unadjusted estimates, these estimates retain their sign but

lose traditional statistical significance when controlling for baseline values of each outcome.
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Table C3: ITT Effects on First-Year Outcomes

(7) (8)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) LN(Labor Income)

Formal Employment Wage Earning Employment Self-Employment Agricultural Work Unemployment Labor Force Participation Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

Panel A: First-Year Follow up

Unadjusted Estimate 0.00476 -0.000398 0.00829 0.00272 -0.00557 -0.00245 0.0141 -0.479
(0.0227) (0.0148) (0.0209) (0.00324) (0.0106) (0.0246) (0.0146) (0.339)
[1771] [1771] [1771] [1771] [1656] [1656] [1656] [159]

ANCOVA Estimate 0.00329 -0.00214 0.0110 0.00244 -0.00470 -0.00323 0.0158
(0.0219) (0.0147) (0.0200) (0.00319) (0.0105) (0.0236) (0.0144)
[1768] [1768] [1768] [1767] [1650] [1650] [1650]

Fully Adjusted Estimate 0.000946 -0.00264 0.00878 0.00238 -0.00489 -0.00589 0.0149 -0.475
(0.0217) (0.0147) (0.0199) (0.00325) (0.0105) (0.0234) (0.0144) (0.372)
[1766] [1766] [1766] [1765] [1648] [1648] [1648] [159]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a woman. The results presented are from OLS models with standard errors in parenthesis and
sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline
value of the outcome variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include wives’s age, age of sexual
debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status, religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors are reported.
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Table C4: ITT Effects on First-Year Outcomes

(7) (8)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) LN(Labor Income)

Formal Employment Wage Earning Employment Self-Employment Agricultural Work Unemployment Labor Force Participation Extensive Margin Intensive Margin

Panel A: First-Year Follow up

Unadjusted Estimate 0.0236 0.0422 -0.0163 0.00573 -0.0122 0.0112 0.0480 -0.0665
(0.0138) (0.0244) (0.0241) (0.00446) (0.00944) (0.00658) (0.0252) (0.224)
[1574] [1574] [1574] [1574] [1574] [1574] [1574] [756]

ANCOVA Estimate 0.0218 0.0265 -0.0151 0.00515 -0.0125 0.0104 0.0297
(0.0137) (0.0213) (0.0203) (0.00430) (0.00949) (0.00652) (0.0238)
[1569] [1569] [1569] [1569] [1569] [1569] [1569]

Fully Adjusted Estimate 0.0198 0.0248 -0.0161 0.00545 -0.0123 0.00953 0.0281 -0.0532
(0.0137) (0.0213) (0.0204) (0.00429) (0.00956) (0.00643) (0.0239) (0.225)
[1567] [1567] [1567] [1567] [1567] [1567] [1567] [756]

Notes: For all columns, the unit of observation is a man. The results presented are from OLS models with standard errors in parenthesis and
sample sizes in brackets. Results from three estimations are reported; a naive estimation, an ANCOVA estimation controlling for the baseline
value of the outcome variable and a fully adjusted model. Baseline covariates included in the fully adjusted model include wives’s age, age of sexual
debut, birth history, contraceptive experience and use, education, work status, religion, ethnicity, and pregnancy status. Heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors are reported.
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